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NO. 31.

THE ONLY UP-TO-DATE ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN TOWN.

Lower Grades

•

We Know^^^g «
You Need Printing
pjO not delay until the season is upon you!
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1 Send in your order at once 1
j We will do your work well, |
1 quickly and cheaply . . . .

ENTERPRISE PRESS
WARREN BLOCK

KENNEBUNK
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Telephone 7-2

j

A. M WELCH,

• Is agent for the

KENNEBUNKPORT

PORTSMOUTH STEAM LAUNDRY

LEAVE YOUR BUNDLES AT HIS STORE.

New Arrival
■O F-

Carpetings
Oil Cloth, Linoleum and Rugs
Iron Beds, Iron Couches, Springs, Mattresses, PiUows
GO-CARTS and FANCY ROCKERS . . . Lowest Prices at

S.’A. ORDWAY,

-

Manager

219 MAIN STREET, BIDDEFORD, MAINE

Turn It Into Cetshj

We sold more than 300 Farms
alone during 1905.
If you want to sell yours, write today
for our free farm description blanks,

E. A. STROUT FARM AGENCY,
“ Largest in the world ”

your property. We sell country stores,
Address 150 Nassau St., N. Y. or 88 Broad St., BOSTON.

mills,shops and hotels too.

Don Chamberlin, Local Manager, Kennebunk

OPERA HOUSE

KENNEBUNK

=

TUESDAY, JUl^JE
Big Scenic Production in Play Form of “The Best New England Story

Ever Written.”

. •.

“It is as sweetly natural as the breath

of the fields.”—Philadelphia Record.

—---- -

QUINCY ADAMS
SAWYER

MASON’S CORNER FOLKS

“The Village Gossips wondered who he was, what he came for, and how long
he intended to stay.”

Large and Excellent Company---;;°ÄÄ.^ÄUKZ^
A

otis^LXrè

■

ftVftl*

tinld.”

Prices, 35c, 5OC. and 75c

G. Austin Day,Mgr. Leroy C. Nason, Treas.

WILLIAM T. ALLEN,

COLONIAL ORCHESTRA

Civil Engineer, Surveyor and
... Draftsman ...

First-class music furnished for all Land Surveyed, Streets, Highways and
Sewers laid out and graded.
occasions

Address all communications to the
Manager, Kennebunk, Maine

Also Drawings and Blue Prints
made.
Residence, 5 West Myrtle St.

Also 226 Plain St, Biddeford

PRICE 3 CENTS

KENNEBUNK, MAINE, June 13, 1906.

ALL THE LOCAL HAPPENINGS CORRECTLY REPORTED.

Eastern Intermediate and Primary
and Primary Schools had Exer
cises this Afternoon.

Telephone 7-2

FIRST-CLASS JOB OFFICE IN CONNECTION

IN
commenœHTweek AFFAIRS
KENNEBUNK
Exercises Commenced Last Sunday Evening And
Will Continue Until Friday

Of course the thought of all is now
centered upon the higher grades of
school, but the younger members in
our public schools are not to be over
looked.
The school rooms of the Intermediate
and Primary schools were profusely
Sermon, Class Day Exercises, Graduating Exercises and
decorated with flowers and presented an
attractive appearance, and the follow
Reception All a Grand Success
ing programs are being carried out this
afternoon as we go to press:
Song
Salute the Flag
The Commencement week exercises Years filled with smiles and tears.
OldGlory,
Concert Recitation began last Sunday evening when Rev. And tho’ we’ll soon be parted,
Patriotic Quotations,
B Class F. R. Lewis delivered the baccalaureate Through the wild world to roam.
Our Flag,
Minnie Dennett sermon before the graduating class in Still let us all remember
Hymn of the Nation, Blanche Furbish the Unitarian church.
Days that are past and gone.
Who Serves His Country Best,
The attendance was smaller than on
Chorus—Farewell, dear classmates,
Robert Cram any previous occasion of this kind,
Farewell, dear school,
Song, Would You Know?
which was due no doubt to the threat
No more we’ll see thee
Celia Thaxter Mabel Mitchell ening weather.
As in days of old.
Land-locked,
Miriam Burke
Promptly at 7.30 the graduating class
And, my dear classmates,
The Sandpiper,
Concert Recitation marched into the church, numbering
Sometime we’ll be
Robert Cram sixteen. Miss Evie Littlefield presided
O. W. Holmes,
Brought together
The Ship Constitution,
Earle Smith at the organ and played a beautiful
In eternity.
Concert Recitation march. Singing by the choir and con
Old Ironsides,
Story of the Poplar,
Walter Cole gregation followed after which prayer Classmates, as we are leaving,
Help One Another,
Eva Knights was offered and responsive reading by
Leaving the dear old school,
A Fable,
Sewall Titcomb Rev. H. L. Hanson. The choir ren Now we must all remember
The Bluebird,
Eva King dered a selection and Rev. H. L. Han Still we must go to school.
Legend of the Goldenrod,
son read a chapter from the Scriptures. Out to life’s school we’re going,
Blanche Furbish The choir then sang an anthem. Rev.
Into a school so new;
The Bluebell,
Isabel Foss W. F. Holmes offered prayer and this Now let us show our colors,
Song, We are a Band of Children
was followed by a hymn in which the
To stand for the good and true.
The Bobolink, Thomas Shaw congregation joined. Rev. F. R. Lewis
Chorus.
South Wind and the Dandelion,
then delivered the sermon which is
Annie Furuvoll published in full elsewhere. At the
Mr. Ralph Seavey delivered his ad
The Chicken’s Mistake, Marion Hatch close a hymn was sung, the benediction dress in a clear distinct voice and re
The Pansy,
Ellen Andrews pronounced, and the graduating class ceived hearty applause.
Song, Listen to the Music,
marched out. the .congregation remain Everyone always enjoys a Class His
Frank Dennett ing seated.
Nowhere,
tory and this was most interesting, the
Nellie Tvedt
Four Little Bobolinks,
The pulpit was tastefully decorated class fully appreciating the same. This
Miriam Burke with flowers.
The Gentian,
was well delivered by Arthur M. Pitts.
Mabel Mitchell
Now,
Monday was spent by the graduating
The clarinet solo was fine and Mr.
Vera Stevens -»laff&in rehearsing class parts and trimThe Fairies, z<Martin responded to an encore which
Song, Summer Days.
mi ng thè"Òpera
..was even better than the previous seThe Builders,
A Class Tuesday evening, Class Night,-. at a
H. W. Longfellow,
jDeane Brigham very few minutes past eight, came
Miss ^TWBerR^>orter”^flV»^tisplendid
Memory Gems
strains of music from the Philharmonic
class
prophecy, giving each one of her
Ellen Andrews Orchestra and the graduating class en
The Lighthouse,
classmates
a happy future.
The Arrow and the Song
tered upon the stage and made a most
Song, Goodbye
ciiarniing picture, the dainty light , The Class will was read by Miss Bes
The closing exercises of the Eastern dresses of the young ladies forming a sie Yorke and the size of the document
Primary School took place this Wednes pleasing contrast to the dark suits worn really frightened bne at first, but every
thing was quickly disposed of.
day afternoon at 2 o’clock.
by the gentlemen.
On account of so much illness this The stage settings were very effec The next selection by the orchestra
spring it has been difficult to arrange tive, there being a background of was thoroughly enjoyed.
any program. The following was given. green trees while from the top of the The presentation of gifts is always a
I. Prayer
stage were displayed the class colors, happy feature of an occasion of this
Singing, All the Birds have Come Again crimson and white. The lower front of kind and Miss Lena Jackson seemed to
Robin Told Me,
Frances Webb the stage was decorated with green and to know just what each member of the
The Little Bird,
Charlie Drowne the figures ’06 were disdlayed. Potted class most needed.
The Reason Why,
Mary Coie ferns were placed in rows around the The class ode was sung in perfect
Six Little Sparrows,
Six Girls front part of the stage and the electric time and the voices blended beauti
Winnifred Allan lights were shrouded in red so that a fully.
Time Flies,
Singing, Little Dandelion
An informal reception to the Aluinni
beautiful light was thrown upon the
2. Caw ! Caw !
Four Boys picture. The balcony had boughs of was given at the close of the exer
Spring,
Estella Mitchell green and these were tied with large cises, after the floor had been cleared.
Timmy Toole,
Joseph Dane, Jr. red bows. We give the program in The following order of dances was gone
The Brown Thrush,
Esther Say ward full:
through with:
Time to Rise,
Carroll Gooch
PROGRAMME
ORDER OF DANCES
Singing,
Spring Song
March
—
“
The
Diplomat
”
Sousa
Waltz,
Two-Step, Schottische, New
Three Girls
3. September,
port, Waltz, Two-Step, Waltz, Schot
Cecil Maun Address of W«elcome
His Idea of It,
Ralph Everett Seavey tische, Two-Step, Waltz.
Wilfred Lamontagne
Summer I
Harold Smith Class History
Summer J
Arthur Maurice Pitts The music was fine and the young
Louise Allan Clarinet Solo—Selected
A Very Little Girl,
people enjoyed themselves until mid
Singing, Who is Kissing Our Baby”
Mr. Joseph Martin night when they separated for their re
4. The Mill,
Five Boys Class Prophecy
Flossie Belle Porter spective homes, all feeling that Class
The Humming Birds, Theodore Consens Class Will
Bessie Belle Yorke Night bad certainly been a great suc
What the Sparrows Chirps,
Selection from Comic Opera—“ Roley cess.
Bettina Haley
Poley”
L. Johnson
Tonight, Wednesday, the class hold
Bright Birds,
Four Girls Presentation of Gifts
their graduating exercises in the Opera
A Robin,
Marguerite Towne
Lena Eleanor Jackson House the same being free to the pub
Singing, Little Birds
Singing of Class Ode by Class
lic. The reception will be held tomor
5. Mrs. Pussy’s Dinner,
Six Girls
row night and judging from what has
CLASS ODE
Red Riding Hood,
Three Boys
gone before, there is every reason to
Two Girls
The Sand Piper,
HELEN BELLE GOOCH
believe that the exercises of the class of
Robin’s Secret,
Nora Gelinas Classmates, why are you sighing?
’06 will go down in the history of the
Spring Meeting,
school as one of the most successful
Gone are four happy years,
Harry Littlefield, Harold Gooch Years filled with joys and sorrows,
ever held.
Dreaming,
George Lamontagne
Physical Exercises,
School
Singing,
Rowing Song
A Play in a Thousand motives that are natural and a developement of interest that hold because
Remarks,
Mr. Cole
it appeals by its strong humanity.
6. Operetta, Mother Goose
“Quincy Adams Sawyer” a Unique
When the famous rural drama is
Esther Say ward
Mother Goose,
Drama of Most Telling Qualities
presented at Kennebunk, on Tuesday,
Theo Shepard
Old Woman in Shoe,
June 19, ’06, it will be found to be pre
Edmond Burke
Old Man in Leather,
The figures of the attendance and re pented by an admirable company, every
Old Woman in Leather Frances Webb
Cecil Mann ceipts for the four seasons that “Quincy member of which has been selected
Man-in-Moon,
Carroll Gooch Adams Sawyer” has been upon the with special regard for his or her fitness
Humpty Dumpty,
Tom, the Piper’s Son^ Raymond Knight stage prove that nearly three million for the role played. The scenic envir
Harry Littlefield people have witnessed this great drama onment of the drama is in perfect ac
Tommy Tucker,
Joseph Dane, Jr. of New England rural life in that time. cord with its spirit and the entire
Little Boy Blue,
Joseph Burke In view of this fact and because of the entertainment is natural and enjoyable.
Jack Horner,
Eugene McLaughlin constantly growing prosperity of this
Simple Simon,
A Stag Party
attraction, it can be said with truth
Jack and Jill,
Harold Smith, Myrtle Wakley that this is a “play in a thousand.” For
Beatrice Lord there have been so few similar instances The stag party given at the I. O. R.
Little Bopeep,
Mary Cole in the history of the American stage M. hall, for members only, last Tuesday
Mistress Mary,
Wilfred Lamontagne that they can be recalled readily by all evening was a great Success. The first
Pie Man,
degree was worked on one paleface,
Nora Gelinas theatrical men of experience.
7. Song,
after which an entertainment was given
May Knight
Farewell Piece,
“Quincy Adams Sawyer” is unique.
Clarissa L. Weymouth, Teacher
Its telling qualities are found in its en followed by a supper.
The entertainment consisted of a
Carbie L. Lucas, Assistant
tire freedom from stage conventions. picolo solo by E. J. Graham, a song and
There is no erring girl, no mortgage on also violin solo by William Gordon, two
FOR SALE CHEAP:—A gents bicy the farm, no mourning or wailing and selections sung by Gustavus Brown and
cle in good condition. Apply to S. no viliain. Yet strength is by no means an illustrated Indian song, the same
Clark.
being painted by G. Austin Day as it
WANTED:—A lady’s wheel in good sacrificed by this abandonment of fa was being sung. Mr. Day has much
miliar
stage
expedients.
For
there
are
talent this way and should improve the
condition—price must be reasonable.
Address Box 93, Kennebunk, Maine.
substituted characters that are real, same.

Some of the Little Stories that the
Enterprise Has Heard
Mrs. W. D. Hay went to Portland
Monday.

Edward Morton is home from the U.
of M. for the summer.

Work in the Leatheroid is rather
quiet at the present time.
Mrs. Frank Ward and young son, of
Steep Falls are visiting at Mrs. Julia
Ward’s.
Rev. Chas. Lemoine preached at the
Congregational church last Sunday
morning.

Tomorrow, Thursday, will be “Flag
Day.” Be sure and swing Old Glory to
the breeze.

Rev. H. L. Hanson preached a special
sermon for the children at the Baptist
church last Sunday.
Aiderman Fred Stevens of Westbrook
spent Sufiday with E. A.'Bodge and
family of this village.

Harry Fairfield has accepted a posi
tion with the General Electric Co. of
Lynn and left Monday for his new field
of labor.
Several ladies of the Baptist Associa
tion attended the York Baptist Asssciation meeting in Biddeford Tuesday of
this week.

Mr. and Mrs. Archibald Finlayson
and two children, sailed last Friday
from England, and expect to arrive
home June 17.
A large number from here attended
the base ball game in Biddeford, Mon
day. They were sorry to have the
home team defeated.
Louville M. Jellison has announced
tb^-Tnai'jiage of his daughter, Carrie
Emma, to Chaides^Edgar Hatch-, to
*
occur on Wednesday,

Sains lodge has postponed the ob
servance of its foitieth anniversary,
which was to have occured Tuesday
evening of this week, until next week
June 19.
Mrs. E. J. Cram and son Robert, will
leave town tomorrow, Thursday, for
Providence, R. L, where they will be
the guests of Rev. and Mrs. A. M. Lord
for a short time.
B. F. Jordan, who some time ago bad
a picture machine taken from the store
of John Littlefield and which has been
in the possession of Judge Haley, has
recovered the same.

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel J. Murphy of
Haverhill have been in town and were
warmly greeted by their many friends.
Mrs. Murphy was formerly Miss Mar
garet Berry of this village.
Two carpet layers were out from
Portland Monday laying the new car
pet in the Methodist church. The
pews will be put in this week and it
looks now as if the audience room
might be occupied next Sunday.
An automobile party from Massa
chusetts, consisting of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank P. Waterhouse and daughter,
Gertrude, of Wollaston, and Mrs. Ida
F. Waterhouse of Atlantic have been
spending a few days with their uncle,
Mr. Hiram Waterhouse.
Last Wednesday afternoon the Port
land High and the K. H. S. crossed bats
on Perkins’ field and the latter won by
the score of 13 to 12. It was very hard
to play the game on account of the rain.
Monday afternoon the K. H. S. went to
Biddeford and playefl the High School
team there and were defeated 10 to 6.
There was good playing on both sides.

K. H. S. Alumni
The annual meeting of the K. H. S.
Alumni was held in the Selectmens’
room Tuesday, and was called to order
by the President.
The following committees were chosen
to arrange for the annual banquet, to,
be held at Cape Porpoise on July 6th.
Committee on Entertainment—^Miss
Annie M. Ross, Wilis E. Watson, Chas.
H. Cole.
gv.
Committee on Banquet, etc.
Florence Hill, Mr. Wm. Sawyer.
Voted to invite class of ’06, K. H. S.,
to join the alumni at that time.
Voted, that, the meeting adjourn to
July 6, at Cape Porpoise, when the offi
cers for the ensuing year will be elected
and all other business transacted. The
business meeting to be at 6.45 and the
banquet at 7.45,
____
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a young man has it in his soul, he has the freedom of the colonies by a , series Jesus was none the, less human because
he
was
divine,,
that
he
was
all
the
more
the universe behind him; he has the of defeats. And George Meredith says
1
SOCIETIES.
I
a man because there was so «-inuch of
DEVOTED TO THE GENERAL INTERESTS only reality;, he is.your practical man. off his own country, “We English beat
Tillllllllllllllimillllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllr
SUMMER ARRANGERENT.
1 say, then, that ¿the vision o f the world because we take a licking so God in him. And so with you. To be
OF YORK COUNTY
In.Effect June 4, 1906.
youth is a true vision. Indeed,- well.” We shall not know what suc a man is forever to be God’s man.
W. R. Corps: Meetings every other Thurs
day evening in G. A. R. Hall. Mary Cassidy
his vision is only the flowering of cess is like or how to keep our vision To be human is of necessity to be
ISSUED EVERT WEDNESDAY BT
president.
his nature, it is something he can until we see that the death of Socrates divine, since God has created us in his
WESTERN DIVISION.
ANNIE JOYCE CREDIFORD
Pythian Sisterhood : . Meetings held every
not help so long as he is himself. But was a victory over his enemies. Said a own image.
TRAINS LEAVE KENNEBUNK
Editor and Publisher
Tuesday evening in Pythian Hall. Mrs.
Keep the vision*too because it is your For Boston, Lowell, Lawrence, Haverhill, other
his nature is in turn the product of French monk, when besought to give
George Patterson, C. C.
Printed at The Enterprise Press Office
reality. Therefore, may we say that up a course of action that would cost strength. It is what you really be Exeter, North Berwick, Somersworth and Dov
Daughters of Rebekah; Meetings held the
Kennebunk,. Maine
youth’s vision is the product of reality him his life, “Sir, it is not necessary lieve that is to enableyou to do what erat 7.50 and 9.37 a. m.; 1.17, 4.20, 6.43, 8.40 p. m. first and third Saturday evenings in Odd Fel
lows’. Hall. Rachel Somers, N. G.
and. so a .faithful picture of .the same. that I live,—but it is necessary that you do. Goodness is but another and Local to Dover only 6.16 p. m.
The ti^iin at 9.37 a. m. and 1.17 p. m. will make
Subscription, One Tear, in Advance
$1.00 The fact is we have no ‘capacity or I do the will of God.” And this sent!-: higher kind of power. In the story a
York Lodge, No. 22« F. &. A-., M.: Geoj, A.
with the Eastern Division at North. Gilpatrick, secretary. Meets on or before the
.25 taste for what
Three Months,
unreal. Our mind ment is needed today if you are to be servant tried to slay a spiritby cleaving connection
Berwick.
Single, Copies, 3 Cents.
and soul take to the truth and shed the true to your Ideals iu the midst of our it with a sword; but thereby only made For Old Orchard and Portland, at 7.15, 9.15, full moon each month. - Murray Chapter meets
Monday following full moon.-., St, A manti Com
untruth as. . the lark mounts the ,sky. complex modern life. Said President two spirits, each as strong as the one 10.56, 11.25 a. m.; 1.30.J3.58, 4.18, 7.00 8.41 p. m,
mandery meets second Thursday each month.
Advertising Rates made known on application.
I say then that the vision of youth is Pritchett to his Technology students, before. And so is the power of the For Kennebunkport, at 8.15, 9.05, 9.42, 11.25 Salus Lodge, No. 156, I. O. G. T.: Meets
Correspondence is desired from any interested true.
“There are many paths” that lead to a righteous man. Attack him and you a. m., 1.20, +.22. 7.02 and 8.42 p. m.
every Tuesday evening in their, hall-on « Main
parties, relative to town an,d county matters.
street.
But
now
it
becomes
the
business
of vision of the higher life. “But there win him allies. Oppose him and you
SUNDAYS.
A first-class printing plant in connection. All
work done promptly and in up-to-date style. bis life to be true.to it. And here is is none that leads through insincerity double his strength.
WawaTribe. No. 19, I. O. R. M.: Meets
For Boston and intermediate stations, at
every Wednesday evening.
Keep the vision too because you will 1.46, 5.46, 6.34, 8.40 p. m.
the heart of our theme. I want te and cowardice.”
Iona Council, No. 17, D. of P., 1. O. R. M
speak to you about keeping the y|$iqn.
But the sure way of keeping the vi grow into the image of the samej •you To Dover only 5.18.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 13, 1906.
Meets on every Monday sleep at the 8tl» ruh,
will
become
as
great
and
as
fine
as
For
Portland,
at
9.44,11.44
a.
m-.,
3.58
a.
m.
I met a college classmate «of. mine a sion will always be to embody it in ac
setting of the sun, in Red Men’s hall, Clark’s
D. J. FLANDERS,
year after graduation and asked him tion. Every vision bespeaks its fitting that you believe iu. Goethe tells of
Block, on Lower Main street.
Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agen
the youth who had his carpenter shop
what
he
was
doing.
He
answered
«that
Myrtle Lodge; No, 19, K. of P.: Meets
task
,
and
this
task
it
is
that
keeps
the
Baccalaureate Sermon
every Friday evening in. K.. of P.,H^1I, Main
at first he had looked for a position but vision realaud near. To do the will of in a monastery where was a picture of
Street.
row he was looking for a., job. Here God is inevitably to believe in him, Joseph, the father of Jesus, — how as
Earnest Lodge; Nq. 55,1. O. O. T.: Regul
'Preached by theRev.F. R. Lewis you have a hint of what it is to mean
he
worked
there
and
looked
upon
that
andall other belief is but vapor. It is
ar meetings held in their hall every Wednes
face,
his
own
became
so
like
it
that
June 10, 1906 Before the Gradu
to keep the vision yonder in life. ■ It is the mystery of service that those who
day evening at 7i30'O’clock.
ating Class of K. H. S.
a business that is going to test you as battle for the good have most faith in they called him Joseph too. So will be
Pine Tree Encampment, No. 29. Meets
Low
Prices
Good
Work
the
power
of
your
vision.
you have never yet been tested« Your the goodness of God, while those who
second and fourth Wednesday of the month at
And once more, I beg of you to keep
Odd Fellows’ hall, at <7.45 p. m. Alfred N.
Joel 2:28. “And your young . men ideals will not be petted o:r coddled. look on are those who doubt. It is
Babb, C. P.
They will meet with indiffence and amazing to see bow the great ideas of the vision of your youth because it will
shall, see visions.”
make
you
a
bigger
man
than
your
con

Mousam Lodge, No. 26, I. O. O. F. Meets
with
opposition.
Few
will
listen
ot
the world have appeared in many times
You have read the story of Tom
every Thursday night at Odd Fellows hall, at
gOHETHING NEW 7.45
Brown at Rugby. You recall his friend sympathize. You must learn to stand and places before they at last came to ditions. You may be rich, you may be
p. pi. Alfred N. Babb, N. G.
East, how he says of himself, “ They on your own feet, to stand against the stay. It is impossible to say anything poor; your occupation may be humble,
it
may
be
conspicuous.
But
these
ac

think I’m a devil-may-care, reckless (Current it may be, to live and work that was not said two thousand years
CHURCH ^SERVICES
young scamp. And so I am — eleven and wait. for. your, dreams, t< And I ago. And yet it has remained for our cidents of your life will neither dis
•••• •••• ••••• ••••••••
courage
you
nor
spoil
you.
You
will
Baptist church. Main.Street.
hours out ., of twelve, .but pot the say they are wgbth it, they are the modern world to keep these ideas with
REV. H\ L. HANSON.
twelfth. ” Now that twelfth hour,- only (thing..that is. Your vision of us because we have been the first to be living for something vastly more im
Sunday: 10.30 a. m. Preaching Services
when East was giving his teachers ¡right is more.. real ¡than, anything else erect them into our life and practice. portant, and men will respect you and
11.30 a, m. Bible School.
some easement of soul, when be and .whatever, and to; be true to it is your And here is how you are to keep your honor you for what you are, if you
will so respect yourself. I believe that
6.15 p. m. Young People’s Meeting
With Creamed Cocoanut.
hip bosom friendj Tom Brown, used to (Very life. It is here .j;fiat you begin to yision of high things. It is not enough
7.00 p. m. Pray er. Meeting.
men
are
just,
that
in
the
long
run
a
,be
worth
something.
And
so
too
your
to .dream about them at odd moments,
have-their .heart to heart talks and con
Monday: 7.30 p. m. Young People’s Meeting.
fess to each other what their teach .vision of some life. work. Men may to keep them in the unused chambers man counts for all he is worth in terms
Wednesday: 7.30p. m. Praise and -Prayer
Meeting.
ers never suspected, that beneath all tell you it lacks distinction, that there of your soul. No, you must put honor of manhood and nothing else does
The
only
place
to
buy
this
is
at
count. This is why I would have you
Covenant Meeting last Friday evening in
their horse-play lay an earnest purpose is no money in it, but let them talk. into your daily work if you are to be
month. to be men, — thistwelfth hour I would Life is more than money or distinction. lieve iu it. What you build must be keep your vision, — because I would
U
nitarian Church. Main Street.
have
you
bigger
thau
the
accidents
of
lay hold on as declaring the real youth,1 It is something« it is everything to do built as much with integrity as with
REV. F. R. LEWIS.
your life. It is said of James Russell
—how all the while he is dreaming the work you want to do, to work for wood or stone* And this is why you
Sunday.. 10.30 a.m. Preaching Service.
Lowell
that
“
bis
ten
talents
somehow
dreams and seeing visions his elders the sheer loveof it, and let wealth and are to live your life elbow to elbow
12.00 m. Sunday School.
melted and fused into one and that the
7.00 p. m. Evening Service.
know nothing about but which will ¡distinction take care of themselves.
with your fellows. It is just your
•
Kennebunk-Kennebunkport
greatest
—
the
taleut
of
being
a
man
But the gratifying thing about it is ¡chance to make the ideal real and keep
Congregational Church—Dane Street.
one day mould out of this bunch of
first and everything else afterward. ”
REV. A. C. FULTON.
possibilities such a man as makes the that the world has a warm heart be the vision with you through the years.
May God help you to keep his vision
Sunday: 10.30 a. m. Preaching Service.
world.richer and cleaner, and stronger. neath its rough and forbidding,exte . Keep your vision, then, because it is in your hearts and put it into your
12.00 m. Sunday School.
There is a wisdom that comes before rior. It has a great* admiration for ex true, because it puts the deepest for lives, that you too may be ineu, may be
7-00 p. m. Evening Service.
cellence
anywhere.
And
so
when
you
experience and is its interpreter, It is
Wednesday: 7.30 p.m. Prayer Meeting.
ces ofthe universe on your side. Keep women first, and everything else af
the vision of youth, which has beard thus prove your manhood by standing it because it is the flower of your own terward.
Methodist’ Church. Saco Road.
Mazerine’s
God speaking to it first hand, which for your ideal all alone if need be, the nature and worth more to you than all
REV. WILBUR F. HOLMES.
has kindling thoughts and compelling whole world appreciates you and sup your education put together. You may
Sunday: 11.00 a.m. Junior League.
2.00 p. m. Preaching Service.
aims, because so does it read the mes ports you in your work. It was vulgar forget your Latin and Mathematics and
3.00 p.m. Bible School.
sage of the skies, which believes in all to write in Italian until Dante wrote so be none the worse for it; but you can
7.00 p. m. Evening; Services.
great ideas, and because they are great. well, but never since. It was the depth not forget what the finger of God has
Monday: 7.30 p. m. Epworth League.
FOR
Andif they are not also real, then.they of ignominy to die on the cross until traced upoGthe tapestries of your soul
Wednesday: 7.30. p.m. Prayer Meeting.
Jesus dared to die there, but ever since
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man.
It instantly kills the germs, allays all in
Christian Scientist.
doing something about it. This is why £he cross has, been the symbol of very, The world was beginning to see that
flammation, clears the head, throat and lungs,
Room 8, Ross Block, Main Street.
fakes away headache and in a little time re
youth is a young radical. It is why God and commanded tfa^of
moves every trace of the disease. For sale anil Sunday Services at 10.45. a. m.
_
it takes youth to do things. It is why the world.
recommended by J. W. BOWDOIN, Pharmacist
Subjects and sermons copyrighted by the Rev
Is
the=-?lsion
true, then it is ’worth
the world goes forward spite of theC in
1LI- j'
Price: 30c and 50c per Jar.
Mary Baker Eddy.
~j«**^Keeping,
it
is
the,
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that
is.
ertia of conservatism. Alexander^^ad
A cure Is guaranteed
M. E. Church, West Kennebunk.
And
when
you
have
dared
to
keep
it,
'-conquered tbe^jg^M. at twenty-five,
REV. WILBUR F. HOLMES.*
We have taken the Àgency
your fellows will .bring you their tribute
Sunday: 10.30 a. m. Preaching Service.
and HannibaThad crossed the Alps at
of appreciation.
11.45 a. m. Sunday School.
for the celebrated ....
thirty. The battles of the world have
Tuesday: 7.30p.m. Pi’ayer Meeting.
Let me then suggest one or two
been fought and its victories won by things that will help you to keep your
Friday: 7.30 p. m, Class Meeting at Miss V
W. Cousens.
mere boys. And Lowell tells us it is
yision. And first of all, the way to
because what they dare to dream of
Catholic Church. Storer Street
keep it is to keep growing. The vision
they dare to do.
REV. J. O. CASAVANT.
of youth is like the first rough sketch
Services every First Sunday at 9.30 a. m“There is something here
of the artist. It is true in its outline.
Unfatbomed by the cynic’n sneer,
It has caught the picture in the large.,'
PUBLIC LIBRARY
A vexing, forward-reaching sense
But now it needs days and hours of pa
Of some more noble permanence;
tient work, filling in the details which
Miss Ella A. Clarke, Librarian,
A light across the sea,
are the life and light of the picture. So
library Hours. Monday, Wednesday and
Which haunts the soul and will not your vision has caught the great truths
Saturday evenings, from 7 to 8 o’clock
let it be.
Saturday afternoons from 2.30 to 4.00 o’clock
in their largeness, but life alone can
They are made in all sizes, for all kinds of power.
Wednesday afternoon 3 to 5 o’clock foi
But now is this vision of youth, this give them to you in the richness of
reference.
“light across the sea,” this sense their detail, in their nearness and con
of a more noble permanence,”, is it creteness. And so what it means for
Mail Arrivals & Departures.
real? Nay more, is it practical and you to keep the vision is to
workable,in this presept life of ours? keep filling in that which is to
E. A. Fairfield, Postmaster.
One might answer and it were suffi give it life and light and,power, keep it
Mail closes for the West at 7.30,9.00 a. m.; 1.0
KENNEBUNK
MAINE
cient, that what is useful forms but a near to the great heart of the world
4.00 and 6.35 p. m.
small part of what is important. It and near to your own tasks that you
Mail closes for the East at 9.00,10.45 a. m.; 3.35
and 6.45 p. m.
has always been charged against the may see not only what right and truth
Mails close for Kennebunkport 9.00 a. m.
stars that they bake no bread. And qre off yonder in the skies but here in
6.35 p. ni.
yet they have made glad the heart of the life of men. And this means that
DINÄN
Mail closes for Sanford 9.10 and 7.10 p. m.
man since time began. But we may go your vision must be a changing vision
Mails open from the West at 8.20,9.45 and 11.46
further and say it is the young man of even while the outline remains the
a. m.; 4.40 and 7.40 p. m.
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN
vision who is proving most useful and same. It must change because you
Mails open from the East at 8.20 and 9.55 a. m.;
practical today. Our progress is pro discover in it fresh meaning and value
1.38 and 4.40 p. m.
duced and measured rather by sky and application. Bishop Lawrenc once 7 0 Main Street
One lot of Full Flounced Black
Biddeford, Me.
Mails open from Kennebunkport at 9.45 a. m
scrap ing men than by skyTscraping Confessed that be did not believe in the
and 4.40 p. m.
Mercerized
buijldjngs. A man with an, ideal is someway in mature life as when a
Mails'open .from Sanford at 9.15 a. m. and 6.40
p. m_
worth an army of .men with nothing youth. No more can you. And yet
1906 DESIGNS
Office Hours: 7.15 a. m. to 8.00 p. m.
but brawn. .The man who BUILT you may insist with him that you have
Brooklyn
Bridge was .he w ho kept the faith, you* have kept it by
first caught the vision and interr keeping it alive and growing; by keep
Fire Alarm System
preted it into- terms of, steel, And ing it near to the' deepening experi
23 Corner Brown and Swan Streets
shall w@ not also call him the practical ences of life and letting them interpret
Marble and Granite Works.
25 York Street, near residence of O. W. Clark
man? Shall we not call him more.use it. This, so Phillips Brooks tells, us,
We have on hand a specially
ful than the man who hammered was how Paul kept the faith. It was
27 Corner High and Cross Streets.
large assortment of
A Full Line of Hosiery, Underwear
34 Corner Main and Storer Streets.
the steel without knowing why? I how Peter kept it. .It-is - howyou are
Single and Double
36 Junction Storer and Fletcher Streets
see in a block o f marble a block to keep it.
and Domestic Wrappers at Popular
38 Junction Main and Fletcher Streets.
|
Tablets
o f marble and nothing more. But . Another way.to. keep your vision' of
Odd Fellows’ Blk.
41 Corner Summer and-Park Streets.
the vision of th e^_sculptor sees high things.is,to keep , your character, .
of original and modern pattei ns Prices.
there an angel or it may be a, Moses. Xour principles,. what, you are to be43 Boston and Maine Station.
" also a good selection of
45 Corner Park and Grove Streets.
And who is. the most" practical, who lieve, will always be just the supple
Monuments.
Beginning HONDAY, JUNE 4, we
stands nearest to the great heart of re ment to your, manner of life. Tell me
47 Leather Board
shall close out our lot of
We sell on the installment plan to
Continuous Blast, Paper Mil
ality, I, or the sculptor? I begin to how you live and I will,tell you whatds
; .. . We endeavor to do
ask myself what is real, and I find it is ypur faith. “There.is always the pre those_g .desiring.
3 Blasts, Engineers Signal
promptly and in a satisfactory
not so much the actual as the ideals sumption that the , pure-hearted man work
ALL OUT—Two blasts.
manner.
The real man is not what he is, but will be a right-minded man.” For
On the pole near the fire alarm box is a small
at following prices ;
what he would 4>e. The measure of truth is as much a matter of moral as
box with a glass front, containing the key. To
About ¡larch 1 st, I shall have in 50cts. for 35cts.
ring in an alarm, break the glass, open the fire
25cts. for 19cts.
him is not what he has. but what he of intellectual discernment. And
my store one of the largest lines of
alarm box, pull down the lever, and releasing
wants. We do not know him until we so you keep ypur vision, by keeping
37cts. for 25cts.
1
Sets,for
12|cts.
it, let it fly back.
double tablets to select
have climbed up into his ideals. More your'bands clean, by playing the man, single and
The alarm consists of four founds of the box
from that can be found in York 29qts. for 20cts. 12 Jets. for 9cts.
number.
over, as a matter of history the ideal by putting honor above gain and selfepunty.
has proved itself a greater power in the respect above evil desire. The more of
226 MAIN STREET.
181 MAIN
universe than the actual* It is forever righteousness there is. shining out of
School Signals
STREET.
Near cor,,Elm and Main Sts., between
setting the actual aside and itself tak* the windows of ypur soul» the more of
New
Masonic
and
St.
John
’
s
Blocks
ing the place of the latter, as the oak truth will shine in to keep your, vision
Two blasts at 8 a. m. will mean no school in
Biddeford.
takes tfre place of the sapling. The bright.
the lower grades—meaning the Intermediate
to
the
E
nterprise for
Call and get a Free Sample of
and Primary Schools.
—• thin«>^hat are not prove their surer
But again. A man cannotv keep .the
The same signal at 11 a. m. will mean either
grip on reality by bringing to nought vision unless he has the courage to be
three months costs"2 5
one session, or no school in the afternoon.
W. S. LITTLEFIELD CO.’S
L. V. GUERTIN
the things that are. The actual is defeated- The finest thing in base
Three blasts at 8. a. m. will mean no school in
cents. Let us send
what happens to be at the time, and ball is the sacrifice hit. And; finer yet
Nice fresh REVERE CHOCOLATES
all the schools—when sounded at 11 a. m. it will
JEWELER
nothing is more unstable or evanescent. is the spirit that will not win unless it
mean either one session in the schools—or no
Also sample our nice
A postal
it to yen
To call it real is to say that there is no can win by fair means. ;The noblest
school in the afternoonBiddeford, Me.
TEAS AND COFFEES
One session will mean that school will keep
reality but only a succession of appear word ever uttered by a man in public , 162 Main Street,
will bring it.
until 1 o’clock—except in the primary grades
ances. The ideal on the other hand is life was this, — “I had rather* be right
and they left to the judgment of the teachers
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what eternally must be. And so when than be president.” Washington won
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TRANSPLANTED ONIONS.
When They Are the Right Size and
How to Set Them.

We regard transplanted onions as
best for garden use. We use Prize. takers, sowing the seed in flats or hot
bed about six weeks ahead of the time
for outdoor setting. One year we sow
ed the seed outside and transplanted
from the row. This made the onions
later, and they did not grow so large.
This transplanting system gives lar
ger ¿nd fiber onions and really saves.

w

_________ I
READY FOR TRANSPLANTING.

labor, as there is less hand weeding
and much work can be done with a
small hoe. We set the plants as we
would cabbages, in rows eighteen inches
apart and four inches in the row. The
cut shows the size of onions we like to
plant. Wood ashes are excellent for
onions, and nitrate of soda or liquid
manure will force them rapidly during
July, and August.—Farmer’s Garden.

SEED CORN.
Importance of Testing the Vitality
of Individual Bars.
By J. W. DUVEL.

Approximately 15,000,000 bushels of
corn are required for seed every year
in the United States.
< The yield depends largely on the vi
tality of the seed planted.
Make your own germinating box and
test the vitality of every ear of corn
before planting.
The time required for individual ear
tests is very little. Twelve or fifteen
ears will furnish enough seed to plant
one acre.
Count the sprouts very carefully.
Any ear failing to show 100 per cent of
good sprouts should be rejected.
_ Of JG322 ears tested 1,906, or more
than one-half, were unfit for seed.
These samples were taken from ears
picked for seed by good, careful farm
ers and are evidently much above the
average.
Field tests have shown that seed of
strong vitality will produce the largest
yield of corn.
Granting that the samples tested are
representative of the present supply of
seed corn, the testing of every ear and
the subsequent rejection of poor ears
will Increase the stand 13.7 per cent. \
An increased stand of 13.7 per cent
would mean an increased annual yield
of 298,140,695 bushels, with a value of
$100,739,912.91, calculated on the average»yield and price for the last ten
years.
For the Time of Short Pasture.

Sow oats and peas one-half bushel
each per acre May 20, and cut from
July 17 to 28. Half an acre of fertile
land in a favorable season will soil
ten cows during the period named.
Japanese barnyard millet, fourteen
quarts per acre, sown about June 5,
will furnish feed from Aug. 10 to 20,
one-third of an acre for ten cows.
Ten quarts of corn and seven quarts
of soy beans per acre, sown May 15;
cut from Aug. 20 tt> Sept. 4, one-half
acre for ten cows. Sow again June 5
and cut Sept. 4 to Sept. 20. Corn alone,
sown June 1, will furnish feed July 20
to Aug. 1.
The area to be sown depends upon
fertility of land and the season, so
that no exact acreage per cow can be
given. The above is simply a guide.—
Ohio Farmer.
Recent Bulletins.

Of Interest to those who make wine
on a large scale Is a bulletin of the
California experiment station, “A New
Method of Making Dry Red Wine,” by
F. T. Bioletti. It is technical in char
acter.
“Canning Fruit and Vegetables,”
bulletin No. 87 of the Oregon experi
ment station, is a collection of notes on
experiments in the use of different
temperatures and a study of injurious
organisms,/ It contains some interest
ing items on putrefactive organisms
that prbduce ptomaine poison in can
ned meat; head cheese, fresh pork, fish
and other animal matter, both raw and
cooked. Included in the pamphlet are
explicit instructions for preserving ci
der or fruit juices.
Clover For Nitrogen.

Nitrogen is invariably needed on
hard run lands, but it costs more, if
purchased in fertilizers in quantity
sufficient to meet the demands of the
soil for full crop production, than phos
phorus and potassium combined. But
this nitrogen may be procured abso
lutely without cost by growing clover,
feeding that to live stock and return
ing the manure to the land. Such man
agement will also postpone indefinitely
the necessity for purchasing potassium,
the next most expensive constituent of
the fertilizer.—C. E. Thorne, Ohio.

POINTS TO CONSIDER
WHY

IT PAYS TO HAVE
COUNTRY HIGHWAYS.

GOOD

THE TOMATO.

GOOD FEED STUFF.

Fertilizing For Fruit—Quick Acting
Fertilizers Desirable.
By L. C. CORBETT.

Wheat Bran by the New Milling
Process—Rich In Protein.

The Rise In the River.

It is little short of astonishing to
see how little water is required to float
the southern river steamers, a boat
loaded with perhaps a thousand bales
of cotton slipping along contentedly
where a boy could wade across the
stream. Once, however,' the Chatta
hoochee got too low for even her light
ilraft commerce, and at Gunboat
shoals a steamer grounded. As the
drinking water on board needed re
plenishing, a deck hand was sent ashore
with a couple of water buckets. Just
at this moment a northern traveler ap
proached the captain of the boat, and
asked him how long he thought they
would have to stay there.
“Oh, only until that man gets back
with a bucket of water to pour into
the river,” the captain replied. Pres
ently the deck hand returned, and the
stale water from the cooler was
emptied overboard. Instantly, to the
amazement of the traveler, the boat
began to move.
“Well, if that doesn’t beat thunder!”
he gasped.
The fact jgas that the boat, touching
the bottom, had acted as a dam, and
there was soon backed up behind her
enough water to lift her over the shoal
and send, her on down the stream.—
Harper’s Weekly.

Letters received at the Michigan ex
Since the tomato is grown exclusive periment station indicate that in some
ly for its fruit, those fertilizers which parts of Michigan a prejudice exists
[Original.]
induce a large growth of plant and against roller process wheat bran.
Improved
Roads
Increase
Farm
Val

“Johnny,” said Brownlee Wilson, suues and Make It Possible to Hani foliage are not desirable in the produc Some farjners prefer finely ground
'rintendent of the telegraph line, “I
Large Loads of Produce — Poor tion of this crop. As a general rule, bran, others are prejudiced in favor of
ir you’re going to be married to the
readily soluble, “quick acting” fer coarser samples. The product of roller
Highways Isolate the Farmer. .
perator at'Delhi.”
tilizers which produce an early growth mills is not uniform in this respect.
Let
us
consider
the
points
of
opposi

“Yes, sir,” I replied, “and fm going
and early ripening of the crop are In some samples the germ is ground
to get the loveliest”— A smile on Mr. tion that some pf our rural friends most desirable. If nitrogen is needed with the bran; in other mills the germ
make to the good roads plan, says a
Wilson’s good natured face stopped
writer in the Motor News. They claim nitrate of soda is perhaps the best is found either in the flour or as a
me.
that it is money out of their pockets form in which it can be applied. It separate byproduct. To get some’ light
“There are many ‘sayings’ in which when they are compelled to pay the. acts quickly, biit not through a long on the relation of the composition of
there is little truth,” he said, “but there increased taxes which will be asked. period, and for that reason Is very bran to its physical appearance four;
desirable where short season crops are teen samples were analyzed, some of
Is one that contains 90 per cent truth— This objection is readily, met.
concerned.
In many cases it is found them from roller mills, some from bur
In the first place our friends are
that marriage is a lottery. You’re go
an
advantage
to apply the nitrate at stone mills, some from mills of large
ing in for a lottery, John, and you called upon to pay but one-fifth of the two periods rather than all at once. It capacity and others from smaller es
might as well be prepared for either a actual cost, which is in itself a very is well to make one application when tablishments. The per cent of protein
prize, a blank or—a tartar. Sit down small sum. If I own a house in the the plants aré set In the field and a varied from 14.82 per cent in the bran
and I’ll tell you how it happened with city and a pavement is laid in front second about the time the fruits begin of a roller process mill with an an
of it, my property Increases in value.
me.
x
to color.
nual output of 1,200 tons to 19 per cent
“Telegraph operators of opposite Just so with the farmer. If a good
in a first grade roller process bran
Slow
Fertilizer
Not
Suitable.
sexes made love over the wire when I road is laid past his property, he is
from
one of the immense mills’in Min
Fertilizers
containing
nitrogen
in
a
was a young operator just as they do placed in just the same position that I
neapolis. Little variation was found
slowly
available
form,
such
as
cotton

now. When I was just your .age I would be.
in the composition of extremely coarse
The actual increased valuation of his seed meal or coarse, undecomposed sta
almost melted the wire with the warm
bran and the finer articles.
ble
manure,
which
do
not
stimulate
an
farm
more
than
makes
up
for
the
ad

words I sent over it to a girl I’d never
Roller Process Product Approved.
active
growth
until
late
in
the
season,
seen, though I had her photograph. She ditional tax he was obliged to pay to
The chemist of the station says on
are
not
desirable
for
this
crop.
Such
was very pretty, and from what she secure the improvement. Now, as to
said by telegraph one would suppose his profit. He can haul , large loads of fertilizers are too slow for a short sea this topic: The two extremes, the very
butter wouldn’t melt In her mouth. I produce to the city each trip, he can son crop like the tomato, which needs coarse and the very fine, are of much
A Remarkable Career.
admired strength of character in a girl, make more trips in a given time and something to stimulate it at the very the same composition, while neither
General
Sam Houston was not only
and my only fear for her was that he can travel at any period of the time it is transplanted to the field. shows the best sample so far as feed a great Texan, but probably the most
ing
properties
are
concerned.
The
medi

year with equal facility, barring the Such fertilizers also tend to stimulate
she’d be putty in my hands.
striking and commanding figure which
late growth of vine at the expense of um grades generally show a better has yet appeared in the public life of
“One day one of our fellows—Jim time when snow blocks his way.
analysis
than
either
of
the
extremes.
Jolting over rough roads, mud cover the maturity of the fruit. Potash and
Burnet—came to my desk and said to
the far southwest — born In Virginia,
ed, reeking horses and broken harness phosphoric acid are more conducive to Theoretically the bran produced by the taken to Tennessee at an early age,
me:
“ ‘Brownlee, I’ve got a girl on the es and wagons are largely done away the development of fruits than is nitro roller process should be more valuable whence, while yet in his teens, he went
wire, and we’ve been doing some pret with. He no longer arrives home late gen except in the form of nitrate of than that produced by bur stones, as to war with Andrew Jackson against
in one the germ, which is rich in fat,
ty lively lovemaking. Perhaps you’re at night after hours of agony over ter soda.
the Creek Indians; desperately wound
Heavy dressings of stable manure is separated out with the flour and in ed in the battle qf the Horseshoe Bend;
rible roads, nervous and exhausted. On
opposed to that sort of thing.’
. “ ‘Oh, that’s all right,* I interrupted. the contrary, he suffers no more incon tend to produce too much vine and are the other this part goes into the bran. adjutant general of Tennessee and a
venience as far as the highway is con seldom or never employed. If stable The roller process brans are all per representative in congress from that
‘Go on.”
•\“ ‘Well, I’ve got1 to go away for a cerned than if he were riding in an manure is used it is at a moderate rate, ceptibly higher in protein than are state; governor of Tennessee in his
usually not more than one or two shov those of the bur stone process. It is youth; married, separated from his
couple of weeks, and I’d be obliged if electric car.
you’d take my place while I’m gone.’
I realize that the so called scorcher elfuls to a plant. This, if well decom not so much the amount of starch pres wife in two months, resigning imme
“ ‘Why not tell her you’re going has brought much discredit on the law posed and thoroughly incorporated ent in the bran as the amount of pro diately as governor, self exiled for
away?’ I asked.
abiding autoist and that many a farmer with the soil, is 'very stimulating to the, tein and fat that is of consideration to years among the Cherokee Indians,
“ ‘Well, the truth is,’ he replied in a has been scared nearly to death when young plant and consequently very the feeder. The end for which the emigrating to Texas in 1832; member
shamefaced manner, ‘I’m going to be some motorist has whizzed past him at beneficial. Any fertilizer used should millers are constantly working in the of the convention of 1886, which de
married to another girl, and I thought forty miles an hour, but this is an ex be applied, in part at least, at the time milling process, the most complete sep clared Texas to be an Independent re
perhaps you wouldn’t mind.’
ception to the rule and is becoming the plants are transplanted to the field. aration of the starch possible and the public; general and commander in
needs of the consumer of bran, a food
“ ‘Opening the furnace door and let more and more so as time passes. I
rich in protein and fat, are identical. chief of the army which achieved in
ting the fire go out. That’s a nice thing dare say that this same farmer has
NAVY BEANS,
The new milling process instead of dependence at San Jacinto; twice
to ask of a friend. However, you seem been nearly run down on an equal
president of the republic, United States
to be in for it, and I’ll help you ail I number of occasions by one of his own Interesting Items by a Native of a supplying the feeder with an inferior senator and governor of the state.—
grade of feeding stuffs furnishes him
can.’
ilk trying out the speed of his horse or
Bean Growing Region.
with one much superior to that sup C. A. Culberson in Scribner’s.
“Jim gave me the private call be racing with a friend.
Having grown up on a farm in Liv plied by the old process.
tween him and the girl he was going to
How many of us while traveling ingston county, N. Y., which is the
John Doe Proceedings.
jilt and told me I’d be called up be through the country in the fall have leading bean county of the state, and
“John Doe” proceedings were abol
First Food For Chicks.
tween 9 and 11 o’clock at night. Then not seen hundreds of bushels of fine having performed all the operations
Poultrymen differ considerably as to ished by law in Great Britain in 1852.
he went away professing a high appre apples rotting in the orchards? Why connected with the growing of this
when
the chick shall have its first Previous to that time John Doe had
ciation of the favor I was to do him hasn’t this fruit been brought into the crop from preparing the ground to
food.
Good
results have been secured figured in the old fashioned ejectment
and strong friendship for me. He prov city and sold? One reason, I opine, is thrashing and marketing the crop and
when*
chicks
have been permitted to action for the recovery of the posses
ed the, best friend I ever had, as I’m that the roads are in such condition feeding the “bean straw,” A. D. Mc
pick
a
little
sand
or fine grit from a sion of land, together with damages
that it doesn’t pay the grower to haul Nair furnishes the following informa
going to tell you.
clean
board
when
about thirty-six for the wrongful withholding thereof.
“At half past 9 I .got the call, sure them into the city. x
tion to Texas Farm and Ranch: Navy hours old, and when about forty-eight For various reasons of convenience
If there was an improved highway beans are planted in New York about
enough. The girl was different from
and history dating from the reign of
mine—a practical, sensible woman, and the owner would probably figure out June 1 or after danger of frost is past. hours old to eat breadcrumbs mois Edward III. A did not proceed against
it was easy to see character written in that it would pay him to save this They are planted with a two horse tened in milk and squeezed dry. After B directly in such a case. Instead A
every message she sent me. My talk product. Another side of the question planter, which drops two rows at a that almost any of the prepared chick delivered to B an entirely false state
fmay be fed about five times a
With her was rather dull to me, for she may be found in the social life of the time, and while the planter^
beacF' day till Ttie^ chjcks are two or three ment from the fictitious “John Doe”
ruralite.
Many
a
time
he
would
like
was planning all the while what she
that A had devised the land to “John”
justed iop^ws^StYliffierent width it is
and Jim, as she supposed, were going to drive into the city for a little plgas— "^tlSfomary to plant the rows two and a weeks old, when the^WitikdoA^lI on for a term of years, and “John” had
to do after marriage. Not a bit of that ure. He might want Io attefi'd tfieYhea- hglf feet apart. There are several va wheat screenings and need not be w beei?*a»B«ted.. from it by the equally
delicious lovemaking that my own girl ter or seek serfeother equally harm rieties of navy beans, and the gize of oftener than three times a day. It is fictitious “Richard Roe.” Then Rich
gave me. However, it was just as well, , less diversion. If he had a good high the seed varies greatly; hence the advisable to let the chicks have access ard informed B that he was not going
for if I’d had two girls to talk sweet way to drive over he would do so, but quantity' of seed per acre varies/ to green feed at all times. Fine clover to defend the action himself, but B
hay cut with an ordinary straw cutter
with mud nearly hub deep he would
to it might have tired me.
must do it, and so on. Occasionally,
Roughly speaking, it is customary to
“The night after Jim went away my prefer to stay by his fireside and find plant one bushel per acre. It may be is excellent and also makes a good lit by way of variety, “John Doe” gave
ter
to
scatter
‘
the
feed
in.
It
is
best,
own girl sent me word that she was solace in nicotine.
however, to give the last food at night place to one “Goodtitle.”
This means much to the young peo That a less quantity of seed would do.
not at all well and was going home.
In
the
matter
of
fertilization
we
If she didn’t call me for some time I ple, and you will find that when we get should remember that beans are a on a clean board, letting the chicks eat
Columbia River Thrice Named.
mustn’t be worried. A nice way to put the state girdled with gpod roads—and legume and are supposed to get their all they will and then removing it.
The Columbia river has had three
it, wasn’t it? Well, that’s the last It’s coming—there won’t be such anxiety nitrogen from the air, but whether
names. It was first called the Oregon.
In the Orchard.
message I ever got from her. I blush to to get off the farm and into the city. they will do so in Texas without in
If plant lice or aphids become threat Afterward it was called the St. Roque,
own that I became so interested in the Human nature demands some pleasure oculation is an open question. It is
ening
spray with whale oil soap, one but when it was discovered by Robert
problems I discussed with Jim’s girl in this world, and It will sometimes go quite likely that they should receive
Gray in 1792 It was given the name of
as to housekeeping and how to do it on a long way to get It, though it entails some nitrogen in the fertilizer as well pound In seven gallons of water.
his vessel, the Columbia, In place of
In
late
May
or
early
June
the
eggs
a telegraph operator’s income that I much suffering. Give us improved as a liberal supply of phosphoric acid
of scurfy scale and oyster shell scale the two floating appellations,. Oregon
soon forgot about the poor sick girl, thoroughfares, then the country boy and perhaps a little potash.
Begin to hatch, and as soon as the and St. Roque. According to Whitney,
who might be dying while I was work and girl will have greater chances for
I
wish
to
warn
bean
growers,
how

hatching period is completed the young the original name of the river was the
social intercourse and will become
ing up an interest in another.
ever,
in
the
matter,
of
fertilizing
them
can be destroyed with kerosene' emul Orejon, “big ear” or “one that has big
“By the time Jim returned with his more contented.
with cottonseed meal. I have broad sion, one part to nine of water, or with ears,” the allusion being to the custom
bride I had my head full of a pretty
of the Indians who were found In its
casted cottonseed meal and harrowed
little cottage with a few necessary ar Ÿ---------------- —■
------------ —♦% it in before planting snap beans, and it one pound of whale oil soap dissolved region of stretching their ears by bor
In
seven
gallons
of
water.
ticles of boughten furniture besides
prevented germination in a large per
A shallow fountain or tank which ing them and crowding them with or
those formed from all sorts of articles.
centage of the seed.
affords
a drinking and bathing place naments.
------------------------------------ -— ■■ ■——
One I remember was a chair made of a
Stable manure is excellent for beans, for birds throughout the summer will
flour barrel. I told Jim of the situa
Why Is ItT
The operations of the rural free ‘de and nitrate of soda helps to push them do much to encourage their presence.
tion, and he wasn’t a bit jealous. In livery service up to March 1 are along.
Here is a question in naval science
deed he was greatly relieved and said shown in a statement recently issued
Which Is to the average sailor man a
Veneer Stock.
he was eternally obliged to me.
riddle
unsolved. Take a vessel of, say,
by Fourth Assistant Postmaster Gen
Alfalfa For Poultry.
Probably no branch of forest utiliza
“Shortly after his return I called on eral DeGraw, says a Washington dis
Alfalfa in its green state or when tion, with the possible exception of the 2,500 tons; place on it a cargo of 8,500
his bride and was struck with her patch. Up to that time 52,227 petitions used as hay or ensilage is a first class
tons. This gives you a total of 6,000
likeness to the photograph of my girl— had been received and referred. Of poultry food. Poultry will pasture on manufacture of pulp wood, shows such tons. Hitch a little tug to this ves
rapid
development
in
this
country
as
I mean my first girl, not Jim’s. Then these 13,772 were acted upon adverse it during the summer and thrive. It is
sel, and she will yank the big craft
it rushed upon me that she—I mean ly. The number of routes in operation best for poultry to use the last cutting the veneer industry. Until very re along at the rate of six or eight knots
cently
the
opinion
has
prevailed
that
had been—my girl. I took my pencil March 1 was 35,031, leaving 3,424 peti
of alfalfa, as it is softer In texture, has the kinds of timber which could be an hour. Now put the tug’s machinery
and tapped our private call on the tions still pending, of which 294 have
a
larger proportion of leaves, less made into veneer were very limited in in the big vessel. It won’t move her
table. She started, flamed up, then been assigned for establishment.
woody matter and is more succulent number, but the reports furnished by half a knot an hour; Why is this?
ran out of the room.
“I didn’t say anything to Jim about ‘ A distinct and important field for the than any other cutting. While poultry the veneer producers to the forest serv
When You Take a Bath.
ice include twenty-four species. Many
it. I just let him go on thinking I utility motor vehicle that is already of all classes will eat alfalfa hay, or of these, to be sure, are now cut in un
When
drying off after a bath stand
knew nothing of his wife and after being cultivated to some extent is at least the leaves from it, and thrive, important quantities, but the tendency in the bathtub in water up to the an
found
in
the
rural
free
delivery
mail
it
is
undoubtedly
a
better
practice
to
awhile concluded to go and see the
to experiment with new woods is clear kles. When rubbed with coarse towels
girl he had turned over to me. She service. Probably a score of these car chop it or grind it and mix it with a ly shown.
until the body is all aglow, step out
riers
are
regularly
using
automobiles
grain ration. A good practice is to
hadn’t seen Jim, and I was to break
and
wipe the feet This prevents that
the news of his marriage to her. I to cover their route, and are obtaining steep the alfalfa hay In hot water and
uncomfortable
chilly feeling experienc
'
How
to
Kill
House
Flies.
tell you that was the great work of my excellent service from them. Most of let it stand for several hours before
ed
if
one
steps
immediately out of a
The department of agriculture states
life—I mean to screw up my courage them are in the west, where, in spite feeding. .
bathtub
full
of
water
on to the bath
that
in
France
a
prize
of
$2,000
was
to tell the whole thing. The girl laugh of tfie fact that the roads are bad and
offered for the best method of killing mat.
New England Notes.
streams
are
frequently
required
to
be
ed at me. She had detected the differ
The Rhode Island experiment station house files. It was won for a sugges
ence between me and Jim the first forded, they are doing excellent work.
Love.
expresses
the opinion that until a more tion to use oil stirred in water in vaults
J. O. Matthews of Sabetha, Kan., un
evening I talked with her and had had
We
never
can
say why we love, but
and
cesspools.
For
manure
the
oil
is
doubtedly holds the record in the Unit satisfactory method of combating blight
a lot of fun out of me.
only that we .love. The heart is ready
mixed
with
sand
or
phosphate
scat

is
discovered
it
will
probably
not
pay
“Well, Johnny, I’ve come to the ed States for quick rural mall service, to grow late varieties of potatoes in tered over the piles. This prevents egg enough at feigning excuses for all that
point of my story. As Jim Burnet had says a Sabetha correspondent of the Rhode Island.
laying or hatching, as most of this is it does or imagines of wrong, but ask
married my girl, I married his. His Kansas City Star. He not only covers
it to give a reason for any of its beau
done
in manure piles.
Professor Sanderson of the better
wife turned out to be an extravagant his route of twenty-five miles in about
tiful and divine motives, and it can
woman, and she rained him. Then four hours every day, but he maintains farming special train through New
only look upward and be dumb.—Low
Farm Brevities.
when he was in a hole she abused him a regular schedule in the country. Mr. England advised New Hampshire audi
ell.
Keep
the
celery
plant
bed
well
culti

and ended by leaving him. In my Matthews starts out from the Sabetha ences that apple culture is their strong vated and scrupulously clean of weeds.
wife I drew a prize. From the first postoffice at 6:30 o’clock in the morn hold. He is sure there is more money If really first class plants are wanted
A Kindly Provision of Nature.
she had been a practical, common ing. After he leaves the postoffice he in it ($50 an acre at least) for New do not allow them to stand thicker
“The codfish,” said the professor,
Hampshire
farmers
than
in
anything
sense woman, fond of me and our chil is a certain number of minutes from
than about twenty-five to the square “lays considerably more than 1,000,dren, affectionate, a splendid manager, box to box. People know to the min else, provided they fertilize, spray and foot, and less will be better. Apply 000 eggs.”
pack
properly.
ute when their mail is going to arrive.
a dear good woman*’—
“It is mighty lucky for the codfish
nitrate of soda in small quantities, say
“Shut it off, Mr. Tilson. You’re only During the winter months his schedule- The present year is likely to be a 100 to 200 pounds an acre.
that she doesn’t have to cackle over
giving me at one end of a love affair time for covering his route is four record breaker in tobacco planting in
Recent investigations indicate that every egg,” said the student who came
whàt I gavé you at the other. We’re hours and ten minutes. In summer the Connecticut valley. Almost all when liquid manure is applied to the from a farm.
all one till we know what we’ve drawn, his time Is three hours and forty-five growers talk favorably of the crop, and soil the plant food In the manure is
Not Guilty'--'"''
^
and if we draw a prize we never get minutes. Mr. Matthews works thé reg the majority are planning to increase absorbed and held in the soil and Is
ular old fashioned stagecoach busi their area, remarks American Culti not immediately washed out If not
too old to be maudlin.”
Lawyer—You say you left home'bn
He looked at me with a comical ex ness. He has a relay. He starts with vator.
the 20th. Witness—Yes, sir. Lawyer
From experience at the Massachu made use of by the plants.
pression on his face and then said im a fresh horse and drives twelve miles.
—And came back on the 25th? Wit
*
In
using
nitrate
of
soda
as
fertilizer
Lawyer (severely)—
pressively: c“You’re right, John. God Here another fresh herse is secured. It setts experiment station It appears for corn it is advised to drop it three ness-Yes, sir.
takes Mr? Matthews five minutes to that the late southern dent corn, such to six inches away from the seed corn.
What were you doing in the interim?
grant that you have drawn a prize.”
I haven’t been married long enough unhitch his horse, hitch the fresh horse as the Eureka, which has been much
Redtop is an accommodating grass, Witness—Never was in such a place.
to find out whether I have drawn a and start off again. The balance of the used in southern New England for as it can be sown nearly any time in
prize or not, but I’m moving along just distance is covered with the second silage purposes, is not as well suited the growing season and will do well
We are all wise. The difference be
the same as if I were certain of it, and horse. The horse left at the relay sta to the latitude as the northern varieties on land that is too wet for timothy or tween persons is not in wisdom» but in
that’ll help to bring it out the right tion is the relay horse for the next that mature not later than the middle has too much acidity.
art—Emerson.
of September.
morning.
way.
SUMNER CHILDS.

Hural Delivery Notes

NEIGHBORING
TOWNS
Items of Interest Gathered by Our
Several Correspondents

Wells Branch
Miss Clarrissa Chick was at home
over Sunday.
The carpenters are raising Captain
Goodwin’s barn this week.
Miss Flora Farnum went to Saco to
work Monday.
Ralph Goodwin of Portland spent
Sunday with friends in town.
Misses Sadie and Florence Clark were
in Portland Saturday.
Mrs. Harry Gowen and two children
of Halifax, N. C., are at C. E. Gowen’s
for the summer. '
Miss Marion Gowen closed her school
at West-Newbury last week and will
spend the summer at her home here.
Miss Rosella Fenderson and friend of
Saco were the guests of C. N. Fenderson
Saturday and Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Hatch of Wells
Depot spent Sunday with Mrs. Laura
Littlefield.
Rev. N. A. Avery went, to Hallowell
Saturday to visit his brother Frank who
is very ill.
W. B. Littlefield has recently pur
chased a pure bred Yorkshire pig at
Putnam, Conn.
Rev. O. H. Shinn D. D. preached an
excellent sermon from the text “I have
meat to eat that ye know not of” at the
Universalist church last Sunday.

monthly meeting last Friday evening.
The following program on “Africa” was
given:—
Questions and Answers, giving a gen
eral idea of Africa, especially the
Congo Valley
“Story of John Rangiah, the First
Telugo Foreign Misssonary to Africa”
given by the president, Mrs. Bock.
Poem, “The African’s Cry,”
Miss Ruth Peabody
Song, “We’ll Take the Congo for Jesus’
By a Quartette
Missionary Story, “Evelyn Grant’s
Easter Gift, and what came of it,”
read by Miss Addie Willard.
“Story of Robert Moffat” read by Miss
Edith Pitts,
This meeting was the last in the study
course “A Trip ’Round the World”
which has been a source of interest and
help during the past year. There will
be no regular meeting of the Society
until September. Preparations are now
being made however for a social to be
given at the Chapel soon, notices of
which will appear in next week’s issue
of the Enterprise.
A dance will be given about the 10th
of July for the benefit of the hose com
pany. This is an object that every one
in the village should be interested in.

Wells

John A. Hill has recently purchased
a fine horse of Clifford Mildram.
Mr. B. F. Wells has secured the ser
vices of Miss Payson of Portland as
housekeeper.
Mrs. Nellie Caine and Mrs. E. E. Col
burn went to North Berwick Sunday to
assist in organizing a Junior Christian
Endeavor, and were overtaken by the
shower.
Robert W< Lord and family will ar
rive in town today (Wednesday) to spend
the summer at their pretty summer
home “The Elm Farm.”
Wells Grange will hold its regular
semi-monthly
meeting tonight, working
Kennebunkport
the third and fourth degrees on several
The Grammar and Primary schools candidates; the usual harvest supper
went on their annual picnics Monday. will be held.
Wells Grangers have a new drama
The Grammar school took a hayrack
ride to the Goose Rocks and spent a nearly ready to present to the public
very enjoyable day. The Primary entitled “Old Acre Folks.” This play
school went to Gooch’s Beach. Mrs. is Dana J. Stevens masterpiece, and as
James McCabe took a carriage load of an excellent cast of characters has been
the little ones in her team. On the re chosen, without doubt the drama will
turn „trip, with the carriage packed be a grand success.
with small children, in going down the
The Commencement exercises of the
hill on the south side of the river, the Wells High School will be held at the
breeching broke and the horse became Town Hall, Thursday evening, June 21.
frightened- and ran across the bridge Neal’s orchestra of North Berwick will
colliding with an electric pole and furnish music, The class parts are as
throwing all the occupants out. Mrs. follows:—
McCabe received a cut on her head near Salutatory,
Argie Littlefield
B. TTqrriflnj
the temple and one child was severely History,
JMte W. Clark
bruised, but no serious injury resulted. Prophecy,
Ui'rârVin Destiny,
At the regular communication ot'u^*^
Philip T. Hutchins
Nellie O. Waterhouse
AÌ^sda1
"last Valedictory,
week, one candidate was initiated and
three took the M. M. Degree. A large
West Kennebunk
delegation of ¡Masons from Biddeford
and others from Kennebunk were pres , Mr. David Knight and sister were the
ent, After the work was completed a guests of Mrs. Abel Knight over Sunday
fine banquet was served to all in honor
Children’s Day will be observed at
of the occasion. The Lodge voted to the services next Sunday morning.
omit the regular meetings of July and
Lizzie Kimball was the guest of Mrs.
August.
Lillian Grant Tuesday.
Rev. S. E. Leech held a cottage meet
Etta Allen was home from Springvale
ing in the Wildes District Monday
over Sunday.
evening.
George Fletcher and family are spend
The Ladies Aid Society of the M. E.
church, held a meeting at the Highland ing a few days at the village.
Schools close Thursday for the sum
House as the guests of Mrs. Orin Wells
mer
vacation. We hope to see the
Tuesday afternoon. A picnic supper
teachers return refreshed and rested for
was served.
Mrs. Eva E. Leech spent the Sabbath the fall term.
with her son, Rev. H. E, Leech at Good . Mr. Charles Tripp of the Lower Vil
win’s Mills, returning Monday accom lage visited his brother, J. D. Tripp on
panied by her son who made his first Tuesday.
trip that day fishing in the deep sea and
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sanborn were in
was rewarded by a fine catch of codfish. Haverhill Friday to attend the funeral
He returned to his charge Tuesday,
of a friend,
Steve Deshon will work for J. S. Pea Mr. and Mrs. U. A. Caine took a trip
body at the Indian Canoe Landing this to Rangley Lake Saturday. They re
summer.)
port a fine time.
Mrs. A. M, Hoimes has opened her
Burleigh S. Webber has sold 'bis farm
manicure parlors at the Bluff for th to Porter Webber and son Arthur
season.
Mrs. George W. Williams and daugh
Mrs. Beck was called to Kents Hill ter, Mrs. Edwin Waterhouse, of Storer
last Monday on account of the serious street were in town Tuesday calling on
illness of one of her daughters who is friends.
attending school there.
Saco Road
Children’s Day was observed at the
Methodist Episcopal church by a ser
R. A. Fiske has purchased a dandy
mon to the children by the pastor. Rev.
S. E. Leech. His subject was “The Re team throughout. He enjoys these fine
ward of Faithfulness.” The church evenings and so does the lady.
We are pleased to hear that Frank
was prettily decorated with plants,
Mitchell is better.
ferns and flowers.
Dame Rumor says there will be a
The closing entertainment and exer
cises of the High school will be held in wedding here very soon.
Myrtle hall on Friday evening, the 15th
D. W. Hadlock and wife will move to
and an admission fee of 20 cents will be Kennebunkport this month. There
charged to defray expenses.
house will be occupied.
A new plank walk has been laid
School in this district has not closed
around the Cape Arundel shore.
yet. Other schools have closed in town
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Butler of Lew with the exception of the Kennebunk
iston, who were recently married, spent port High.
their honeymoon with Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Mitchell and Carrie Hutchinson
Clarence Emmons. They were delight are suffering from whooping cough.
ed with the Port.
We are glad to learn that Mrs. Joseph
The Columbia opened last Saturday Currier, who has been ill a long time is
with 10 guests. The Oceanic, Parker better. Little Marion Currier is also
House and Nonantum are open for the better.
season and have guests. The other
Miss Mary S. Perkins, teacher of the
hotels o^eiKtife 15th and 20th.
Burnham school, will as soon as the
The Woman’s Missionary Society of term is ended enter the employ of the
the Baptist church held its last regular firm of D. Goodwin & Sons at Kenne
meeting before the summer vacation, at bunkport where she has served as book
the home of Mrs. F. D. Perkins, last keeper for a number of years.
Friday afternoon.
Subject:
“The
Mrs. D. W. Hadlock visited her friend
Mormons.” The meeting was both Mrs. Annie Brooks at Kennebunkport
pleasant and profitable.
last Saturday. A most delightful visit
The Farther Lights Society of the is reported.
Baptist church held their regular
J. M. Cox and-family, with servants,

will arrive at River farm about June
16th.
T. S. Batchelder bought a work horse
of Archie Bartlett last Monday.
R. A. Fiske and.Bessie Hadlock took
a pleasant carriage drive to Goodwin’s
Mills last Sunday returning on the Saco
River road to Biddeford home. They
reached home just as the heavy shower
struck.
Roy Taylor and Lillian Kimball spent
Saturday evening with Mr. and Mrs.
Hadlock, returning to their homes at an
early hour. The visit although short,
was enjoyed by all parties. We hope to
entertain them again,
Many of our young people will attend
the reception of the class of ’08 at the
Kennebunk Opera House, June 14th.
The recent rain has been a great
benefit to the hay crop.
Our boys have a gun club. They
practice evenings shooting clay pigeons.
Archie Bartlett * lost his gold watch
last Monday. HeJJhad been loading hay
and thinks he dropped it in the Kay.
Our genial and popular tax collector
was around through town presenting
us with our tax bills, which are some
smaller than last year. He took dinner
with one of our selectmen at North
Kennebunkport, Ivory Ross, where he
spent a pleasant hour. Mr. Meserve is
a very popular tax collector as well as
an up-to-date Superintendent of schools.
Beautiful cool June weather at
present.
Carl Mitchell, aged eight years, is
our banner angler.
Last week he
caught in the Kennebunk river below
the dam, a beatiful trout weighing 1 1-2
pounds; previously he caught one at
the same place 10 1-4 inches long. He
also catches other fresh water fish and
seldom comes home without a string of
fish to reward his labors. Hartley Cur
rier caught a beautiful trout weighing
13 4 pounds, last week in the same
spot. I think our bountiful little river
is becoming noted.

Cape Porpoise
Mrs. Edward Hutchins and daughter,
Annie, have returned from Malden,
after a two week’s visit.
Miss Effie Hutchins is at home for the
summer, on account of ill health.
William Jennison, the blacksmith, is
having a house built.
The fisherman announce the arrival
of dogfish.
Mr. George Roper of Lowell, who has
a cottage here, was at the Cape over
Snuday.-'-------- ?.,
Mr. William Perry is so mucIir-H»—
proved as to be able to sit up a little.
Schooners Sadie M. Nunan and Sylvia
M. Nunan are in Gloucester, fitting for
sword fishing; the Wesley Sinnett left
Monday morning on a sword -fishing
trip; the Richard J., Nunan has just
gone to Georges for shore fish, and the
Charles Parker is fitting for sword
fishing.
Miss Lillian Huff, one of the nurses at
the West Newton Street Home for Little
Wanderers, Boston, spent a few days
last week with her parents here.
Sunday was observed as Children’s
Day at the church.
There was a
christening service in the morning after
which the pastor, Rev. S. E. Leech,
gave an address to the children. A
Children’s Day Concert, in charge of
Mrs. Ralph Perkins and Mrs. Harvie
Sinnett, was held in the evening and a
very interesting program was given.

Wells Beach
The summer season has opened here,
the gates have beenjunlocked and the
law is off on bathers, Harry Littlefield
has laid away one of his overcoats and
S. Gray has had his hair trimmed. Play
ball.
Mr. and Mrs. Cottrell and Miss Cot
trell of Dorchester, are guests at the
Magnolia. They spent the winter at
Palm Beach, Fla.
Large catches of mackerel have been
made here during the last few days.
The fish-trap company are hustling io
get their trap into commission. John
Davis, president and manager of the
company says that they hope to have
the trap in the water by the first of
August. They would be able to do bet
ter than that but Charles Chase, the
first mate is troubled with cold feet.
Mas. Everett Mathews and daughter
have returned to North Berwick. They
spent two weeks here in their cottage.
Harry Perkins, the fishing expert, is
now a duplicate and bridge whist en
thusiast. The fish must wait.
The lobster fishermen are early risers
these mornings. They say that the
earliest one out has the best fishing.
Christopher Eaton is having illuminated
buoys put on his lobster pots. They
can’t get ahead of Christopher much.

Kennebunk Beach
The hotels are nearly all opened now,
and several of them a few guests. The
season promises to be a good one.
Miss Grace Moulton of this place was
one of the graduates of the K. H. S.
this year.
The florists are very busy just at the
present time and the grounds around
the different cottages are looking fine.

THE BARGAIN STORE

EVERETT M. STAPLES
106 Main Street, BIDDEFORD

A Chance to Choose
It’s always more satisfactory to buy where the line
is large enough to give you a chance to choose.

Smart Buyers
of Summer Dress Goods know ‘that the best choosing is here.
Arnold’s Beige Suitings, 20 styles,
19c yard
Henley Serge, 10 styles,
19c yard
Arnold’s Mohair Florentines, 25 styles, 19c yard
12 i-2c Muslins, over 25 patterns to select from
The window boxes are also very at
tractive.
Freeman Wentworth has a pair of
finely matched horses which he pur
chased last week. They are beauties.
B. U. Huff and son took a trip to Bid
deford last Monday.
B. F. Watson has a handsome soda
fountain which he has recently placed
in his store. This week he has been
giving a free drink of Coca-Cota to his
friends and customers.
It is expected that W. T. Allison and
family will arrive from Philadelphia
next week. They will occupy the Robiuson cottage.
Roy Wells will soon open his store
near the Bass Rock. He has had a lot
of souvenir post cards printed.
Miss Margaret Thompson has been at
her cottage a few days during the past
week, Mr. Elliott Rogers and family
having returned to Kennebunk.
The painters and carpenters are hav
ing a lot of work to do just at the pres
ent time.
v

Resolutions
Adopted by Salus Lodge, June 12

1906

; >

Whereas, Our Heavenly Father, in
his infinite wisdom, has removed fromour midst one of our worthy and
esteemed fellow-workers, Brother F. S ,
Bryant, and whereas, the long and
faithful service rendered by him to
Salus Lodge makes it eminently fitting
that we record our appreciation of so
noble a worker. Be it therefore
Resolved, That the wisdom and care
which he has exercised in the aid of
this lodge by service and counsel, will
be held tn grateful remembrance.
Resolved, That the sudden removal
of such a life from among us leaves a
vacancy and a shadow that will be
deeply realized by all the members and
friends of Good Templary, and will
prove a loss to our Order.
Resolved, That with deep sympathy
with the bereaved relatives of the de
ceased, we express our hope that even
so great a loss to us all may be over
ruled for good by Him who doeth all
things well.
Resolved, That a copy of these reso
lutions be spread upon the records of
Salus Lodge, a copy printed in the local
papers, and a copy forwarded to the
bereaved family.
[Signed]
O. A. McKenney,
Wm E. Barry,
G. L Robinson,
Committee on Resolutions.

Set of Handsome Colored Post Cards
Of New England Scenery, Issued by
Boston & flaine Railroad

The beauty and splendor of New England s magnificent scenery has never
been more typically portrayed than in
the choice set of colored souvenir post
cards, issued by the General Passenger
Department, Boston & Maine Railroad.
They comprise twenty magnificent
views, the best of mountain, seashore,
inland, river and lake scenes to be
found in the country. They are the
expensive, eight colored lithograph
cards, and display these landscape
views in their natural colors. The set
is enclosed in an envelopes, and will be
mailed to any address upon receipt of
30 cents in stamps, by the General
Passenger Department, Boston & Maine
Railroad, Boston, Mass.

Obituary.
The sudden death of Lieut. Fred
Snow Bryant last Wednesaay caused a
great shock to the entire community.
He was a well-known G. A. R. veteran.
His age was 76 years. He leaves a wife'
and seven sons and a daughter. The
funeral services were held in Sanford
last Saturday. The A. S. L. R. R. fur
nished a special car from Sanford to
Kennebunkport to convey the remains.

Will you choose?

12 i-2c Satinos and Taffetas, many patterns
and colors.
Over 20 varieties of White Mercerized Muslins
and Waistings, value's 25c to 50c.
' ,
Choice at 19c yard

1
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BRING HOME SEEKERS.

coming in from adjoining counties,
with the result that land values have
Nothing Will Build Up a Community Increased in some cases from 20 to
Like Good Roads.
100 per cent. Property in the city has
The commercial bodies, the railroads also greatly increased in value.
and the newspapers are bending every
possible effort to secure immigration,
Millions Lost Annually.
In other words, to attract the attention
“I believe the improvement of the
of the solid and substantial home seek roads of the country is of more vital
ing element and bring them here as Interest and Importance to the farm
home makers and there is no one thing ers of the republic than perhaps any
that will induce them to come and other that we have heard debated
here. All civilized governments build
cause them to stay more than good roads. All save our own have some
roads, said a speaker at the Oregon established system for building and
good roads convention.
maintaining public highways, under
The Willamette valley would have the direction of skilled and competent
had more than double its present popu officials. The secretary of agriculture
lation had more attention been given estimates that the cost, the extra bur
to this subject. Real estate men in all dens imposed upon this country by
parts of this valley will tell you that bad roads, is not less than $600,000,000
in many cases they have located good annually.—From a Speech Delivered by
farmers from the older states, but on Congressman Lee of Virginia.
account of bad roads and the utter im
possibility to get around, the women
’ Kentucky’s Greatest Handicap.
folks got homesick and blue and urged
J. C. C. Mayo of Kentucky, who has
their husbands to go back to the old been a chief factor in the development
home where they could get out occa of the eastern counties of his state,
sionally to see their neighbors or to go and is an extensive owner of valuable
to church in comfort.
coal lands of that region, said recently:
In speaking of good roads I also
“Our greatest handicap Is the
mean to include good sidewalks and wretched condition of our country
good streets. In order to secure pros roads. In wet weather they are al
perity and happiness either in the city, most Impassable, and the farmers can
town or country, we must have good not get over them In empty wagons.
roads for the pedestrian, the buggy, the The construction of good roads in the
wagon, the bicycle and the automobile. rural districts Is one of the biggest
The modern idea of laying out an ad questions of the day, and this country
dition or improving a given section of will never experience the fullest pros-'
any city is most successful when the perlty until the problem is solved.”
'Streets and sidewalks are built in ad
vance, and in making such improve
Out of the Public.
ments the real estate owner not only
When
I
was a very little boy, writes
gets a profit on the land he has for
Sir
William
Gregory in his autobiog
sale, but he gets a profit upon the im
provements he makes, and he is en raphy, my grandfather, who was then
titled to it. The investor or home seek undersecretary for Ireland, took me to
er who gets into such an addition or the chief secretary’s room in Dublin
locality shows good sense because he castle and formally introduced me to
knows he does not have to depend Lord Melbourne.
After I had been with him for some
upon his neighbors or the municipal
little
time he said, “Now, my boy, is
government.
there anything here you would like?”
“Yes,” I answered, pointing to a
HIGHWAY LEAGUES.
very large stick of sealing wax.
“That’s right,” said Lord Melbourne,
How the Farmers of Illinois Will pressing on me a bundle of pens; “be
Improve the Roads.
gin life early. All these things belong
Steps have been taken by the Illinois to the’ public, and your business must
highway commission to organize the always be to get out of the public as
farmers of the state into leagues for much as you can.”—Pearson’s Weekly.
the maintenance and improvement of
the public highways, says the Motor
Omens of Bricklayer«.
News. Several leagues have already
Bricklayers believe it is unlucky to
been organized.
lay the top brick at the north corner of
The Illinois highway commission was a building. Some of them would lose
created by the last general assembly a day’s pay rather than imperil their
and has taken up in earnest the work future by doing such a piece of work.
of improving the roads throughout the A bricklayer often bricks up in the
state. Nearly $5,000,000 is spent an hollow of a wall a horseshoe with a
nually in Illinois in maintaining high cent tied to it. This he does for good
ways and bridges. The aim of the luck. To lay the first and last brick of
commission is to improve the roads any building but a church brings good
without adding extra expense to the luck to the bricklayer. Churches are
taxpayers.
j
the luckiest buildings to work on; the
About 95 per cent of the public high aters are the unluckiest. It is bad luck
ways in Illinois are earth roads. A. N. to break a trowel.—New York Press.
Johnson of Springfield, the engineer of
the commission, has given special at
Corroborative.
tention to this class of roads, and he
“This,” exclaimed the orator, “Is a
asserts that they can be greatly im decadent
nation! As before the fall of
proved. by “dragging” at a merely Rome everything
was rotten, so today
nominal expense to the farmers.
In
our
erstwhile
fair
land everything”—
When the farmers’ leagues are or
Just here an egg struck him fairly.
ganized and the work placed on a sys
His nostrils dilated.
tematic basis it is proposed by the
“
I desire,” he continued, “before re
commission to have all the farmers in
a certain section turn out and drag tiring to add that this egg is corrobora
the roads when they are wet and in the tive evidence.”—Philadelphia Ledger.
proper condition. Without an organ
A Case For Sympathy.
ization this cannot be done, as each
•
‘
I
have
three children, who are the
one now leaves it to another to do,
with the result that the roads are pot very image of myself,” said Jones en
attended to or repaired at the proper thusiastically.
“I pity the youngest,” returned
time.
The method which has been found to Brown quietly.
“Why?” asked Jones.
work satisfactorily in Iowa and Mis
“Because he is the one who will have
souri consists in dragging heavy logs
to
resemble you the longest,” said
along the highways at a slight angle,
which throws the soft mud or clay to Brown.—Tit-Bits.
ward the center of the road. The logs
Desperate,
are about nine feet in length, with a
Aunt Ruth—’Tis sad to grow old
flattened surface.
Her Niece—How much would you give
to be as young as I? Aunt Ruth—I
Why Roads Should Be Improved.
There are many striking examples of would almost submit to being as fool
the value of good roads. ’Wherever ish.
roads have been permanently improved
Unexpected.
it is found that' there has been a very
“Can your wife make as good pies as
great increase in value of the adjacent your mother did?”
property, says the Good Roads Maga
“Yes, Indeed. Mother uses my wife’s
zine. Among examples of this sort is recipe.”—Cleveland Free Press.
that of Jackson, Tenn. From figures
recently published it is shown that
Assistant Fool Makers.
since 1900 the city has increased 5,000
It doesn’t take much of a girl to
in population. The roads were im make a fool of any man. Nature did
proved through issuing bonds to start so much.—St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
with, and they have advertised the city
so much that families, are constantly Subscribe for the ENTERPRISE;

